
Match Day 2 - The Doherty Shield 
 
Once again the opportunity for silverware, in the form of the Gary Doherty shield, fell early in 
the season and team selection for this prestigious fixture would be intense, or so you would 
think. 
 
Like all top managers, Klopp, Guardiola, Viera, skipper was already talking about rotation 
with the teams heavy fixture schedule of two games in 8 days already taking their toll with 
injuries and exhaustion already being mentioned. But with such a talented squad waiting he 
even had the luxury of ‘benching’ the legend that is Barry Brady an hour before the toss. 
 
At 1.45 with Marcus again on tossing duties that confidence was looking misplaced as the 
team was missing half the side. This did however make the batting order simpler as it 
avoided telling Spindles he was batting at 7. Yes he was back, hair duly coloured and full of 
his usual nonsense. The start was again positive with lots of attacking intent, though the 
indifferent bounce made matters less straightforward. Spindles fell first dragging one to 
midwicket. Rusty back in the side continued the positivity quickly getting into his stride 
though after hitting consecutive boundaries left a rather large gate which the bowler was 
happy to open. Skipper Marcus was next and the first ball was despatched for a large 6. 
Sadly his inning lasted approx 4 balls as he fell to the openers last delivery, and who knows 
what damage he’d had inflicted had he remained. 
 
His dismissal was slightly self inflicted as playing an immaculate backward defensive shot he 
hit the ball downwards and then watched as it bounced back towards the stumps. Watching 
the ball carefully he waited for his moment to kick the ball away, or so he thought. Not sure 
he’d make many football teams with this sort of skill on show as he completely missed the 
ball and the bail just about dislodged. 
 
At this stage the runs scored column was looking fairly good with a healthy run rate, the 
wickets column less so. Sweet was once again batting with Mark and was ready for the 
quick singles following last week. Mark started in usual fashion which meant runs were 
flowing and Sweet had also woken up, but was the next to go as a leg side delivery flicked 
off the pads onto the stumps. Runs continued and New Bear looked good from the off until 
he decided to watch a delivery move back and clip top of off stump. Mark was then done by 
the ‘Downe Bounce’ and all was was looking less than rosy with plenty of overs still in the 
tank. 
 
Crisis what crisis, when you have not one but two Linekers at the crease. Not only that but 
two agile one’s, not the old bloke, he’d been shipped off to the continent under ‘rotation’. The 
opposition had now opted for a dual spin attack. Junior clearly fancied the young ladies end 
and was looking in the mood and ready to flay anything he could reach, but all was not going 
completely to plan. At the other end the opposition skipper settled into a wide line, with 
Adam rod at the ready enjoying a little fishing. With telepathic running honed by years of 
arguing in the back garden this would prove to be an exciting episode of the game and I had 
the best seat in the house watching from the middle. Adam however went first caught in the 
covers before Junior fell mesmerised by the young lady, bowled all ends up. 
 
At 8 down many a side would be worried, but most sides would not be able to call upon an 
‘Overseas Pro’ and a ‘Centymca Legend’ to close out the innings. When the call is made he 
will come, yes Nev was back following an intense winter schedule honing his fitness and 
skills in the mountains. Sadly none of those skills involved a bat or ball but had we asked 
him to knock back a nice French wine or ski some moguls we’d had been laughing. 
At the other end stood the Big G, who with no kit and not having picked up a bat in around 
15 years still had such a reputation that the skipper immediately posted three more fielders 
onto the boundary rope. BigG also owned a club record, before even facing his first ball, for 



the amount of club fixtures in-between club appearances having last graced the hallowed for 
a single game in 2003 with his last proper season being 2000. 
 
This was going to be exciting, well maybe at one end. Nev was superbly immaculate, with a 
defensive technique we could only wish existed in the test arena whilst BigG did what I 
expected he would quickly smashing the ball to the boundary including one huge  six. His 
dismissal was too soon as another 5 overs of this would have been hugely entertaining, but 
he didn’t go wondering and I suspect the ball was a little lower that anticipated. 
Last man in was senior citizen Part who immediately had a snorter wizz past his face but 
soon smashed one through point. Last wicket fell in the next over as Nev went big smashing 
the ball over the bowlers head leaving the final total on 164.      
 
Tea was again a lovely affair though sadly their conclusion meant we had to field and not go 
to the pub. 
 
Marcus this week elected to open with Rusty and young Maria Trevatt. Maria provided plenty 
of pace and grunts off a short run up whilst Rusty offered nagging line and length with some 
good movement and wickets soon flowed. Rusty got the ball rolling, with juicy half tracker, 
having clearly learnt from watching the edits of Denzil’s bowling last week. The ball was 
smashed to point where New Bear hovered. Old Bear would most likely have been day 
dreaming or smoking and have failed to see the ball until it either wizzed past him to the 
boundary or felled him to the floor. New Bear however has added grace and athleticism, a 
word not often used re Downe, to his skill set. With all the majesty of a salmon returning to 
its spawning grounds he leapt in the air, left paw outstretched plucking the ball. Catch of the 
season in week 2, surely not. 
 
Maria was soon in the wickets clean bowling the number 3 and next ball inducing a false 
shot which was caught by junior who frankly looked worried after last weeks juggling act. 
Hatrick ball was halted by the end of the over and the fact that Marcus had seen enough as 
he was replaced by junior. 
 
Junior again showed some good skills picking up one of the key batsmen caught behind, 
with Marcus clinging onto one. Next ball the new bat hit it straight up in the air. Junior 
underneath for a simple catch and opportunity of a hat trick. The ground went silent, surely 
he wouldn’t drop another off his own bowling, two weeks on the trot ? Well the ball ended up 
on the floor as did a number of his team mates, mainly in laughter. Junior however is made 
of stern stuff as the batsman was bowled next ball, so a hat trick of  sorts. 
 
The crowd while content were waiting for the main event and the return of BigG, who did not 
disappoint. Whilst  the years have rolled on and maybe the odd pound added, the pace and 
hostility was still present. It was too much for the batsman, and indeed  Marcus, as a snorter 
was gloved behind and then spilled. A fiery spell got its just rewards with a well deserved 
wicket. 
 
With wickets having fallen at regular intervals the game rested on the oppositions one 
remaining stroke maker, and how Marcus rotated his bowling attack. Fielding  was pretty 
tight all round with Nev patrolling the covers chasing down singles.  New Bear somehow 
ended up in the slips and was injured placing his arm in the air in a rather forlorn attempt at a 
catch of Parf who was twirling away from the top end. At the other came Adam with some 
reasonable stuff and inducing a false shot which went straight up.  His joy of the impending 
wicket was quickly dampened when he saw his brother underneath, legs all a quiver. The 
team all stared in silence, money changed hands amongst the crowd as wagers were made, 
the ball hanging in the air. Surely he wouldn’t, not off his brother, but remarkably the ball was 
held. 
 



The game was now as good as won, which meant Marcus could gamble, roll the dice, yes it 
was time for ‘White Lightening’ or as we know him Spindles.  Having had the misfortune to 
have known him for over 30 years, I like everyone else was amazed to here that he was 
apparently known by this  name. Well I have heard many names used in reference to him 
over the years, most of which  are not printable, but never that one. Well 'white lightning' was 
more like 'grey tints' as he trundled in keeper standing up. Unfortunately he got the games 
only lbw with his usual exuberant appeal.  Maria came back for a final over and bowled the 
worst Hatrick ball ever with a head high fall toss, but the game was won, trophy secured. 
 
Whilst there was oddly no official presentation the team celebrated with a team photo, 
though the choice of Bob as photographer was a mistake we will not make again. I am not 
sure what he was pressing but fortunately a teenager was on hand to show him the errors of 
his ways. 


